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gemc3 overview

geant4 side: keep up with core development 

• New geant4 action classes re-organize the simulation workflow: gemc rewrite 
• Use geant4 new and upcoming features (parallel words, G4Analysis) 

gemc side: updated code for long term maintainability

1.  Digitization/Output/Fields plugins   
2.  Data is event-based and frame-based 
3.  Concurrent Outputs 
4.  Updated API uses python 
5.  Internal Particle Generator 
6.  JSON Options 
7.  Streaming readout 



GEMC Digitization

• stored in a plugin: a dynamic library loaded at 
run time 

• separated from gemc main code 
• formalized access to hit information 
• formalized workflow 
• template creation of routines with python 

scripts (will be web interface)  

Mandatory methods: a digitization must implement this one:

• defineReadoutSpecs: defines electronics time window

Optional methods:

• loadConstants: loads constants to perform digitizations, for example: 
calibration constants from a mysql DB 

• loadTT: loads translation table (for example, for SRO purposes) 
• digitizeHit: digitizes the hit, collects variables or vectors   
• chargeAndTimeAtHardware: sets the time and charge at the readout, for SRO 

purposes  
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fixes unclear / clunky mechanism in gemc2
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FT CAL in GEMC3

ported from gemc 
ft_cal digitization

more user-friendly 
interface to hit infos

more user-friendly 
interface to data 

collection

for SRO: 
define time / charge at 

electronics



All transparent to users. The only public api is this call: 

 gdata->includeVariable("component", iCrystal); 

GData: GEMC Event-Based Data Collections

GEventData:

 vector<GEventDataCollection*> runData: vector of data collections, one entry / G4Event 

GEventDataCollection:

 map<string, GDataCollection*> *gdataCollection: store data collection  
                                                   for each sensitive detector  

GDataCollection:

 vector<GTrueInfoData*>  *trueInfosData 

 vector<GDigitizedData*> *digitizedData 

vectors of true information: one entry / hit  

vectors of digitized data: one entry / hit 

 GEventDataCollectionHeader *gheader: event number, thread id, posix timestamp

can add int, floats, strings, vector<int>, etc

frameworks to collect hits for each G4Event / send to output streamers



vector<GFrameDataCollection*> frameRunData:  
vector of data collections can refer to multiple G4Events 

vector<GIntegralPayload*> *integralPayload:  
filled by individual hits, accumulated from G4Events 

GData: GEMC Frame-Based Data Collections

GFrameData

GFrameDataCollection:

GIntegralPayload:

All transparent to users 
To activate SRO just need to define time at hardware with one call in the digitization plugin: 

GEventDataCollectionHeader *gheader:  
frame identifier, duration 

vector<int>: currently crate, slot, channel, charge, time

 chargeAndTimeAtHardware(timeR, ADC, ghit, gdata); 

#pragma pack(push, 1) 
struct DataFrameHeader 
{ 
  std::uint32_t source_id; 
  std::uint32_t total_length; 
  std::uint32_t payload_length; 
  std::uint32_t compressed_length; 
  std::uint32_t magic; 
  std::uint32_t format_version; 
  std::uint32_t flags; 
  std::uint64_t record_counter; 
  std::uint64_t ts_sec; 
  std::uint64_t ts_nsec; 
}; 
#pragma pack(pop) 

class Payload : public vector<unsigned int> 
{ 
  using vector<unsigned int>::vector; 
};

Meant to be used to fill 
the VTP data:

frameworks to collect hits from different G4Events / send to output streamers



GEMC Data Streamers

class GStreamer

Format: 

• TEXT   ✔  
• ROOT ✔  
• HIPO  
• EVIO6 
• JSON 
•  VTP Binary ✔  (final touches)

• stored in a plugin: a dynamic library loaded at run time 
• separated from gemc core 
• formalized access to GEventDataCollection and GFrameDataCollection

Type: 

• event   ✔  
• stream ✔

Concurrent formats / type of outputs
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 System Construction Interface for GEMC (SCI-G)
geometry

def buildCrystalsMother(configuration): 

 nplanes = 2; 
 z_plane = [ Idisk_Z - Idisk_LT, Idisk_Z + Idisk_LT] 
 iradius = [           Idisk_IR,           Idisk_IR] 
 oradius = [           Odisk_OR,           Odisk_OR] 

 gvolume = GVolume('chCrystalsMother') 
 gvolume.mother      = 'ch' 
 gvolume.description = 'Calorimeter Crystal Volume' 
 gvolume.makeG4Polycone('0*deg', '360*deg', nplanes, z_plane, iradius, oradius) 
 gvolume.material    = 'G4_AIR' 
 gvolume.color       = 'b437f4' 
 gvolume.publish(configuration) 

more intuitive python functions, less error-prone
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 System Construction Interface for GEMC (SCI-G)
materials

 # water, defined using the chemical formula 
 gmaterial = GMaterial('water') 
 gmaterial.description = 'water material' 
 gmaterial.density     = 1.0 
 gmaterial.addNAtoms('H', 2) 
 gmaterial.addNAtoms('O', 1) 
 gmaterial.publish(configuration) 

 # air, defined using fractional masses 
 gmaterial = GMaterial('air') 
 gmaterial.description = 'air material' 
 gmaterial.density     = 0.001 
 gmaterial.addMaterialWithFractionalMass('G4_N', 0.7) 
 gmaterial.addMaterialWithFractionalMass('G4_O', 0.3) 
 gmaterial.publish(configuration) 

more intuitive python functions, less error-prone

chemical formula

fractional mass
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GEMC Internal Generator
gParticle

# Beam of 2.1 GeV electrons at z=-2mm 
{ "pname": "e-", "multiplicity": 15000, "p": 2100,"vz": -2.0} 

# 400 MeV protons at theta=90deg, uniform in phi, v on a sphere of radius 0.5mm at vz=-4mm 
{ "pname": "proton", "multiplicity": 2, "p": 400, "theta": 90.0, "delta_phi": 180.0, "delta_VR": 0.5, "vz": -4.0} 

# 3 GeV pions+ at theta between 5 and 15 deg (uniform in theta), phi = 45 
{ "pname": "pi+", "multiplicity": 3, "p": 3000, "theta": 10.0, "delta_theta": 5.0, "phi": 45, "thetaModel": "flat"}, 

# 3 GeV pions+ at theta between 5 and 15 deg ( uniform in cos(theta) ), phi = 180 
{ "pname": "pi+", "multiplicity": 2, "p": 3000, "theta": 10.0, "delta_theta": 5.0, "phi": 180}, 

Dedicated class, extends and improves gemc internal generator: 

• no limits on number of particles / event 
• improved interface to specify parameters 
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    # import other jcards 
   "importJcards": [ 
        “/opt/projects/gemc/sci-g/detectors”, 
        "/opt/projects/gemc/sci-g/particles" 
    ], 

 "+gsystem": [ 

  # FT Calorimeter 
  # as an example, is defined in a single line but it could be more json 
  { "system": "calorimeter", "factory": "text", "variation": "rgaFall2019" }, 
  { "system": "ftof",        "factory": "text", "variation": "rgaFall2019" }, 
  { "system": "htcc",        "factory": "cad",  "variation": "rgaFall2019" } 
 ], 

 "+goutput": [ 
  { 
   "format": "ROOT", 
   "name": "events.root", 
   "type": "event" 
  }, 
  { 
   "format": "TEXT", 
   "name": "stream.txt", 
   "type": "stream" 
  }, 
  { 
   "format": "JLABSRO", 
   "name": "stream.dat", 
   "type": "stream" 
  }, 
  { 
   "format": "TEXT", 
   "name": "events.txt", 
   "type": "event" 
  } 
 ], 

   “+gparticle": [ 

  # a single 5 GeV proton along the z axis: only pid and p need to be defined 
  # { "pname": "proton", "p": 5000 } 

  # 2.1 GeV electrons at theta=3deg, uniform in phi, at z=-2mm 
  # { "pname": "e-", "multiplicity": 150, "p": 2100, "theta": 3.0, "delta_phi": 180.0, "vz": -2.0} 
    ]

Steering Card: JCard

JSON format  

• can import jgcards  
• accumulative options 
• defaults
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SRU absolute time

Accumulating geant4 hits in SRU Frame Buffers

Buffer 
Frame 
ID 32

Buffer 
Frame 
ID 33

G4Event 301
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SRU absolute time

Accumulating geant4 hits in SRU Frame Buffers

Buffer 
Frame 
ID 32

Buffer 
Frame 
ID 33

G4Event 301 G4Event 302
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SRU absolute time

Accumulating geant4 hits in SRU Frame Buffers
link between geant4 hits time at electronics and SRU buffers timing

Buffer 
Frame 
ID 32

Buffer 
Frame 
ID 33

GEMC3 GRunAction: 

• handles creation of frame buffers 
• links the hits from various events to frame buffer ids 

using event number and propagation time 
• handles flushing the buffers when they cannot be 

filled anymore 

G4Event 301 G4Event 302
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crate
slot

channel

From geant4 identifiers to Streaming Readout Units 

TEXT 
Representation 

of GEMC3 
simulated SRU 

payload  

Binary Format is 
active, payload 
being finalized.

Link between geant4 sensitive identifiers and SRU Payload 

Frame Header

charge
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Outlook
1. Plugins factory mechanism for 

digitization, output, fields   
2. Data is event-based and frame-

based 
3. Native root output w/o GEMC 

linking to ROOT. SRO Binary (to 
become EVIO6) / Hipo / Text 
outputs. 

4. New Particle Generator 
5. Update API to use python.  
6. Modularized code is much more 

maintainable and debuggable 
7. MT/SRO capabilities transparent to 

users 
8. Resumed Mac app (DMG) 
9. Continuous Integration built in from 

the start: 

• compile and run code on examples 
and CLAS12 geometry  

• check geometry overlaps 
• more to come: Use G4Analysis to test 

digitization/geant4/CCDB changes 
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proposed timeline

4.4.2  
additional geometry 

digitization fixes

sept

5.X 
hipo output  

additional geometry 
digitization fixes

maynov jan 2022 march

Stop gemc2 develoment

july sept

gemc 3 released
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proposed resources

sept

digitization validation framework, to test: 
1.  updates in geant4  
2.  updates in gemc  
3.  updates in reconstruction  
4.  updates in CCDB  

(0.2 FTE) 
Proposed Resources: tbd. Volunteer: Maria Zurek

jan 22nov march

port clas12 geometry / digitization  
to gemc3 (0.2 FTE) 

Proposed Resources: tbd. Volunteer: Maria Zurek

may july

port gemc2 capabilities to gemc3 
(0.4 FTE) 

Resources: Mauri

support of ongoing task forces / new proposals / etc (0.1 FTE) during transition 
Proposed Resources: tbd

GEMC3 
release


